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Streamline, Superior, eBook, and
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To authors whose works are accepted for publication,
CTP offers Streamline, Superior, eBook, and Special Teams Packages for book
publication and distribution.
Please visit the website store to view our current catalog:
www.CreativeTeamPublishing.com

The Streamline Package price range is from $4,900.00 to $7,995.00. This package
includes a full-color cover and our basic publishing pre-press process, including
ISBN. It includes minimum editing but few re-writes. This approach takes what
the author presents, publishes it verbatim, and creates the book. Your book is
placed on multiple websites including Amazon and Barnes and Noble. Price
quoted does not include the cost of books. There is never a minimum order of
books required. Streamline Package books can be manufactured as either soft
cover or hardcover.
The Superior Package represents our full service option. View examples of
books of this quality on our company website. A customized full-color cover,
writing services and re-writes, editing, text revisions, typesetting, ISBN, and
commercial website interface are included in the publication process. Your book
is placed on multiple websites including Amazon and Barnes and Noble. We
engage a wonderful team of professionals who will serve you well. Their work is
nothing short of superior. Price range: $7,995.00 to $16,995.00 not including the
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cost of books. There is never a minimum order of books required. Superior
Package books can be manufactured as either soft cover or hardback.
eBooks: CTP interfaces with manufactures to provide books in an eBook format.
Terms and prices vary. We work with our authors to assure they receive the right
eBook arrangement for their specific works and applications. Many variables
exist and should be considered in eBook publication and distribution.
Fee Structures: Certain fees apply on the anniversary date of a published work
and for additions and resubmissions after a work is published.
1. Annual Catalog Renewal Fee: on the anniversary date of a published work
a fee of $45.00 is assessed, payable to Creative Team Publishing. Payment
of this fee keeps the book in the Creative Team Publishing and Ingram
catalogs. This fee is charged per ISBN.
2. The addition of a hardcover or softcover edition to an already existing
edition of any work, per ISBN: a fee of $250.00 is assessed to cover
formatting, cover adjustments, and file uploads, payable to Creative Team
Publishing.
3. Resubmission of any work, per ISBN, for internal and/or external
alterations: a fee of $150.00 per ISBN is assessed and is payable to Creative
Team Publishing.

CTP’s Special Teams Package!
In many instances authors request help with their writing processes or
demonstrate specific requirements that need to be addressed
to complete their writing projects with excellence.
Some authors request ghost writing services or co-authorship arrangements.
Other authors request custom art and color photography insertion.
Still others want us to provide a company or personal logo, or crest,
to enhance brand identification and marketability.
CTP provides these services and more to complement and enhance your
Superior Package.

Our Special Teams Package includes a wide array of writing and artistic services
to create, enhance, and complete your manuscript. These are priced separately.
Examples:
1. Ghost writing: Ghost writing is the process where a manuscript is written
by a person other than the author, where the author’s name appears as
owner of exclusive copyright. Generally ghost writing is defined as a
“work for hire” where money paid to the ghost writer constitutes
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payment in full for services rendered. Various arrangements can apply
and each situation is considered and decided individually based on the
needs of the exclusive owner of copyright.
Artwork: Many books call for artistic contributions to illustrate text. We
work with gifted artists who can supply designs and compelling artistic
representations for your book, in color or black and white. Fees are
commensurate with the project and are priced separately.
Color photography: CTP can include color photography as part of your
book text. We use professional and gifted photographers for your
pictures, or you can submit your own. Choices of print and paper can be
made from a variety of print quality options.
Logos: Individuals and organizations often use logos for identification,
branding, and promotion. We can design and create customized logos for
you. Logos can be used in your book, website, printed media, and more.
Fees are commensurate with the project and are priced separately.
Audio books: Our team of recording professionals will record your book!
These recordings can be made available on an expanding array of
distribution media. Audio recording can be done “dry” (voice only) or
with musical enhancement. Fees are commensurate with the project and
are priced separately.
Music, Original, Recorded, Published: Do you want to create a theme
song or a collection of songs that you would make available as part of
your book project? Glen Aubrey, owner of Creative Team Publishing is an
Emmy ® Award Winning Song Writer (2012). He and his production team
will work with you or your exclusive owner of copyright to provide music
for your publication that can be utilized in an ever expanding array of
distribution outlets.
Giveaways or Saleable Products for Marketing and Distribution: Many
authors provide marketing incentives in the form of items to be given as
expressions of appreciation or sold separately to enhance branding and
customer loyalty. Our team of gifted artisans will help you design the
quality accessory products that will serve you best and your customers
best.

We call this package Special Teams because highly gifted people with
remarkable talents are engaged to fulfill the special needs your manuscript and
promotion efforts may require. Their work is nothing short of spectacular. If your
manuscript is accepted for publication, we invite you to consider our Special
Teams Package along with your Superior Package.
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*****
Consider your publishing venture in light of these offers.
Simply let us know which package(s) you want!
We look forward to reviewing your works for publication.
*****
Submission of your work:
Send your materials as email attachments in MS Word 2003, 2007, or 2010 to
info@ctrg.com or glen.aubrey@ctrg.com.
We look forward to hearing from you!
*****
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